Artifacts

Description

The “Artifacts” from the Truly Collection include the following pieces. These items will be put on display at the Regis University Campus.

1. Model of NASA Boeing 747 carrier aircraft and Space Shuttle. This model was given to Truly following the Enterprise Approach & Landing tests, 1977. This item is stored in Box 52. [Display]

2. Handmade/handpainted model of Space Shuttle Enterprise given to Truly by young boy following Enterprise Approach & Landing Tests, 1977 [Display]


4. Naval Space Command large desk set. This was a retirement gift and includes command emblems, a Navy ship’s clock and a barometer. These items are mounted on a large wood base. The base represents a “plank” from the Naval Space Command. Truly was the first Commander of the Naval Space Command so it was a “Plank Command.” [Display]

5. Full-size Navy 3-star Vice Admiral’s flag, mounted in triangle wood flag box. This flag was flown in space aboard the Space Shuttle. A small plaque reads “This Vice Admiral’s flag was flown aboard the Space Shuttle Atlantis (STS-45) March 24 – April 2, 1992.” [Display]